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Abstract—The paper presents a fast access method to images in a conventional DB (DataBase). The method is based on two-dimensional wavelet transform of images preliminary normalized by size, orientation and intensity. The image content for search is considered the normalized image graphics that should be well localizable into the input query picture. The most essential image data are represented as a key of fixed length, on which the fast access is performed using the index access methods of a conventional DB management system. The method is experimented on a DB of about 4000 images of trademarks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advance in image retrieval can be summarized in two approaches – representation and learning [1]. Machine learning is hardly to consider a fast approach in the case [1]. A good amount of image DBs now relay on representation approaches [2]. Color, tone and texture features are preferred to image shape because of segmentation troubles [1, 2, 3]. Besides, most of them rely on sequential search into DB.

II. AIM DESCRIPTION

The basic idea hereinafter is to develop a fast access method for searching images by their content, however the method to be easily implemented into conventional DB-s for efficient image retrieval. At this stage, images will be considered most of all graphic images (gray scaled or colored), and the image content will be considered the image itself perhaps being preliminary suitably normalized and/or simplified.

It is well known practice of using conventional DB for keeping images recently. There are generally two classical approaches for that [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9], namely:

• by keeping a table of pointers to (or of the names of) the image files that are written anywhere outside the DB, or
• by keeping the images themselves into a table of BLOB (Binary Large OBject) fields.

Both the approaches rely on the convenience of searching the images using conventional access methods of a DBMS (DB Management System), namely – sequential access methods, relative sequential ones, and especially the faster ones – indexed-sequential (or parallel) ones, direct hash-access ones, associative ones, etc. [3, 10, 11, 12]. All fast access methods work using the convention of a “key” and give the search result as follows:

\[ \langle \text{the key value of the searched object (record)} \rangle < \langle \text{the key value of the retrieved object (record)} \rangle \]

where “\( (i) < (ii) \)” means “(i) is the greatest value less than or equal to (ii)”. The key usually corresponds to a feature (or a combination of features) defined for all DB objects of a given type. In the simplest case, key values are preliminary written in a field of a table (for the objects of given type). As a rule, key fields should be simple fields of fixed and not very long length.

As well as the contemporary object-oriented DBs inherit the well spread relational DBs, which in their turn inherit the old-fashioned DBs of network type, and all of them possess as a minimum a kind of indexed-sequential access method, the choice for experiments has been done on:

• a DB of relational type to keep images, as well as on
• an indexed-sequential access method to realize the search strategy here proposed.

A simple logical scheme of similar DB for keeping images is illustrated on Fig.1.

Most of practical cases of efficient (fast) DB image access rely on simple description of the searched content that is relatively easy to be derived automatically from the input query image, and because of that suffer of low recognition ability. More sophisticated methods for content derivation are, as a rule, not well suitable to basic access methods of conventional DBMS, and consequently are high computer power consuming, i.e. not enough effective ones.

In this work, an effective access method to DB images is proposed that well corresponds to the conventional DBMS cannon, namely – DB objects to be accessed as a whole, and
eventual small differences to be considered admissible noise, i.e. in the DB tolerance of sensitivity.

II. IMAGE SEARCH STRATEGY

A. Basic type images of interest

Graphic images that will be of main interest hereinafter can be considered as reproduced by a small number of colors or half tones (i.e. gray intensities), and the areas for filling are of relatively not very small size. Besides, these images should be well capable for centralized localization, i.e. the essential graphics to be in the “middle” of the image frame, while the area closed to the frame to be filled only with background (also color or half-tone). Examples of similar images are illustrated on Fig. 2. Like images are intensively used in patent offices’ activities, e.g. for registration of companies, firms, etc., and are popular by the name “trademarks”, or simply “marks” [13, 14].

![Image examples suitable to the method proposed](Bulgarian hallmarks on silver registered 1903-1910, according to [13]).

B. Requirements to the image key definition

- The key should consist of the (most) essential information for the image.
- This key information should be of significantly smaller volume than the image itself.
- The key information volume should be written in a 1/D array of fixed length.
- The key information should be structured in a way that essential parts to appear in frontier positions (in the array). In this way, it will be possible simultaneously to reduce the key length of all images into DB. Besides, the length of DB image keys can be chosen corresponding to the quantity of the structured image information.
- The image key is not obligatory to be unique; i.e. there can be more than one image to correspond for a given key of length \( L \).
- All DB images of one and the same key should be considered as equivalent images. For instance, if the length \( L \) increases, then the number of equivalent images for a key decreases and v.v., i.e.,
  - The length \( L \) should be chosen in such a way that the image key to be enough informative one.

Thus, the following intuitive definition about keys can be written: The “image key”, or simply the “key” should consist of the most essential information of given image, structured in descending order into a one-dimensional (1/D) array of fixed length.

C. Wavelet transform approach to represent image content

A large number of pyramidal representations of images are well known recently [15, 16, 17, 18]. Most of them can be considered trees of sub-images. Each sub-image at given level of the tree (i.e. the pyramid) is decomposed into a number of, usually 4 (for quad-tree), or 2 (for binary tree) sub-images (successors), most of all of equal frame, and each of them being modified in a way emphasizing the information essential for the respective method. Besides, the pyramid (the tree) can be formally represented (often without loss of information) in a pixel matrix of size equal to the one of the initial image (at the root). Consequently as higher we climb the pyramid so more compressive or more essential is the image information at the respective level there. In opposite we go down in the case of so-called ‘inverse’ pyramid [15].

By many reasons (accenting on (iii) and (vi), cf. the end of this section), the image decomposition approach for the key performance herein has been chosen among the pyramidal representations that use Wavelet transform (WT) to converge sub-images from level to level of the tree, [17, 18, 19].

Being one more new attraction till the end of 90-s, WT became a very important tool of signal processing area in 1989, when Mallat published his fast wavelet decomposition and reconstruction’s algorithm for discrete WT [17], now well-known as a two channel subband coder using conjugate (or mirror) quadrature filters [18, 19], cf. also Fig. 3 and 4.

The 2/D variant of Mallat’s algorithm can transform the image into four sub-images – an approximated one and thee detailed ones, each of them of four time smaller area. Applying multiply this scheme just for each next approximated sub-image, the classical WT decomposition chain-tree (cf. Fig. 5) of given image can be produced [17, 18]. Applying the same scheme, but for all sub-images at given current level of decomposition, the so-called “wavelet package” (cf. Fig. 6) can also be produced [18, 19].

This wavelet package that is in fact a quad-tree representation of image, has been chosen for the necessities herein. Besides of two-dimensionality it will be called hereinafter a “wavelet image package” (WIP).

The following features of WT are very akin to our intuitive requirements to DB keys, namely:

(i) WT allows performing a local analysis, i.e. on localized areas of given large image, in difference, for instance to the harmonic analysis of Fourier [20].

(ii) The original image can be decomposed on approximations corresponding to high scale, i.e. low frequency components, and details – to low scale, i.e. high frequency components, what is very convenient for suppressing the statistically regular noise.

(iii) WIP represents the given image into statistically independent sub-images that allow interpreting them in several ways of enumeration, by outer criteria.

(iv) Each level of WIP can be easily enriched by a function of sub-images’ significance; in particular a similar function at the last level of WIP will be very suitable to our case of image key creation.
(v) WIP is fully convertible; i.e. whatever sub-image can be reconstructed by the set of its successors of a lower level.

(vi) Nevertheless that WT is strongly defined in the space of continuous functions, it exists an effective algorithm for computer calculus of WT [17, 18, 19].

Fig. 3. The 2/D wavelet transform - a visual interpretation.

Fig. 4. The 2/D WT decomposition scheme at given level n.

Fig. 5. Wavelet chain-tree of 3 levels.

Fig. 6. Wavelet image package of 3 levels.

D. Strategy for creation of the image key

The creation of image keys can be defined on the last level leaves of the image WIP. For this aim, the structure like DWT2 of the respective approximated and detailed maps of wavelets’ coefficients [19] has been considered as basic inner representation of the input image, cf. Fig. 3, 4 and 6.

The input image to key creation should be preliminary normalized on size and orientation. For some difficulties met by orientation see section IV-A.

It has been considered as noise all the differences between the original input image and the reverse image obtained after respective reverse WT over the image approximation represented by the key. Besides, in cases of graphic images, the shape is considered much more essential than the color. That’s why the original images (true color or gray scale ones) are preliminary converted to black-and-white (B/W), i.e. to binarized images, cf. [21, 22] for details. The binarization herein should be caught as a mean against possible sensitivity of the WT to intensity differences among images of equal shape, cf. Fig. 8, 10 and 12, vs. Fig. 9, 11 and 13.

The DWT2 structure represents a quad-tree, where the normalized image is decomposed on its WT-parts, i.e. sub-maps of wavelet coefficients, cf. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. No special attention is put on the WT filters; at this stage, they are chosen Daubeshe’s ones $db(n)$, $n=1 \div 6$, as given in [19], and because of the binarization the $db(1)$ is used for experiments.

Leaves of the tree, i.e. the sub-maps situated on the bottom level of the tree, are of main importance for key creation. These sub-maps are of minimal volumes. The quadruples of them, each containing of one approximated and 3 detailed sub-maps, are successors of their summarizing sub-map of the upper level, each of them being also an approximated or a detailed sub-map, and so on to the root, i.e. to the initial whole image (considered an approximated map).

In this way each leaf-sub-map can be represented by its path from the root, and its importance for the key creation primary depends as on the number of approximated sub-maps in the path as of how close are they to the root. Another peculiarity of this criterion to key creation is sorting of leaves using a specific recursion (sorting scheme) to visit only leaves, and preferably the most essential of them. Each next leaf content following the recursion is averaged to a byte size before entering its place in the key.

The sorting scheme can be the well-known Z-scheme, cf. [3]. But any way, the ‘optimal’ $\Pi$-scheme on Hilbert curves [3] is not recommended in the considered case, because of our accent first of all on approximation, and secondly on horizontal and vertical details instead of diagonal ones.

E. Primary Algorithm for Image Search

All DB images should be sorted by their key values that well corresponds to the essence of the conventional indexed access methods of now-a-days DBMS-s.
As far as various DBMS-s presume different restrictions for search performance by a key field of a relatively large length (Key_Lng, in our case it equals 510 bytes), an extra accompanying field to the image key field was necessary to be implemented in the respective DB table here. The accompanying field is to keep the image sequential number in the way that images are ordered by their key values. In difference to the key field the accompanying field can be a simple numeric field on which a conventional indexed access can be easily applied using whatever DBMS known.

In this way, the image search algorithm (e.g. called LocateImage) can be reduced to a classical binary search on this accompanying field, where the total access number to DB is around $\log_2(DB\_size)$, $DB\_size$ – the number of images into DB. At each DB access by the accompanying field, the respective image key is read from DB, for being compared with the key of input image, which location into DB is looked for. Besides of the found image ID (its identification number into DB), LocateImage should give an extra output of Boolean type, defining both cases: (i) the exact match case, when a same key image already exists into DB, and (ii) the best match – if it does not.

Next, the visualization module can derive a number of the most similar images in the DB, counting back and/or forward from the found Best/Exact_match location in accordance with the distance to the input image.

Of course, LocateImage can also check the inner memory resource and if there is enough, it might attempt to load the keys of all DB images herein to perform the binary search speedier. By the way, for each computer, it can be looked for an optimum by time between both variants – directly into DB or by means of an inner memory buffer.

F. Append, Delete and Reindex

AppendImage can be the name of the procedure realizing a new image entering into DB. The peculiarity here comes with the necessity to keep the correspondence between key fields and their accompanying fields, which are especially designed for the procedures of LocateImage type. For this reason, a special ReindexDB operation should succeed each operation of AppendImage type.

On the contrary, the other standard operation, namely DeleteImage do not need any re-indexing after completion.

ReindexDB should be considered as specific procedure for keeping the DB consistency, because of the accompanying fields. Practically, ReindexDB should read the whole DB and actualize the accompanying fields’ content in accordance with the changed key order after appending of new image into DB as well as in other cases: e.g. after possible batch loading of new patch of images, or at the start up check of DB consistency if necessary, etc.

Various versions of ReindexDB procedures can be realized, most of all being attempts to accelerate the operation. By principle, the accompanying fields can be avoided using DBMS that maintains indexed access methods on long fields (longer than 255 bytes). But, as usual, this feature is not kept by the simpler DBMSs as Paradox and MS-Access, which has been preferred at the stage of research.

G. Distance function

The distance function for DB images has been defined canonically by definition of a norm over the space of keys, independently from the key type and the DB size, namely:

$$0 \leq DBNorm(\text{Key}) = M^{-1} \sum_{i=0}^{I-1} k_i b^{i-i+1} \leq 1$$

(2)

where $I = Key\_Lng = 510$ is the byte length of a Key = $(k_0, k_1, \ldots, k_{I-1}, k_I)$, $0 \leq k_i < b$, $b=256$, and the normalization coefficient $M$ equals the possible maximum for $DBNorm$ summation, $M = 2^{4080} - 1$. Obviously, the minimal $DBNorm$ value corresponds to $Key(k_i = 0, i = 1, 2, \ldots, I)$ and the maximal one – to $Key(k_i = 1, i = 1, 2, \ldots, I)$.

In other words, if we imagine a key as a binary number, 4080 bits long, then the $DBNorm$ represents the key as a number in a 256-based calculus system. And the “tautology” here is only in a theoretic aspect; because, practically a natural loss of information appears representing 510 bytes long array into 8 bytes variable (of type double in C++), i.e. DB-norm is an approximated representation of key. Nevertheless, this single variable representation of keys is very useful performing rough and easy calculations for the visualization necessities.

As generalization, the following relation can be written for images, keys and DB-norms:

$$\text{Image} \succ \text{Key} \succ DBNorm,$$

(3)

where $\succ$ means “is represented approximately by”.

The distance between two images can be represented by their norm (2), as follows:

$$DBDistance(\text{Img}_1, \text{Img}_2) = |DBNorm(\text{Key}(\text{Img}_1)) - DBNorm(\text{Key}(\text{Img}_2))|$$

(4)

Of course, the images’ order by norms corresponds to the order by keys in the frames of the norm precision. I.e., the cases of images of equal norms should be expected much more often that the ones of equal keys.

In this way, the DB images can be also considered as positioned in a $1/D$ Euclidean space, i.e. on a line-cut (0,1) defined by the image norm.

III. EXPERIMENTS

The proposed method is experimented on a DB of about 4000 images of hallmarks, scanned from [13].

The experimental image retrieval system is written on Borland C/C++ Builder v.5.0. Respectively, the DBMS used is Paradox. An IBM compatible PC has been used for development and experiments – CPU Intel Celleron 330MHz, MM 128MB, and HDD 15GB.

Figures 8–13 are produced using the tools of experimental system. A French “bigorne” [13] is chosen here as a query image of average complexity. Figures 8, 10 and 12 illustrate the processing of the original query, while 9, 11 and 13 correspond to the binarization option preliminary chosen.

The DB access time is averaged to 8 sec. per simple query (LocateImage) and to 15 sec. per a query with extra fault tolerance measures (LocateImageSpecial - not presented herein). This timing is reducing to about 5 times if all the DB keys are preliminary read in the main memory (that is considered similar to index access as timing). The processing
time for a key creation (it does not depend on DB) is assessed
to 0.6 sec., where the WT filter is db1 [19] and the
normalized image size is 128x128 pixels, what leads to
maximal depth of WIP equal to 6 levels.

The recognition extent is difficult to evaluate at this stage
because of not solved problems generally with the WT
sensitivity to rotation jet (cf. next section IV-A). Of course,
the recognition rate tops 100% for images which exact copies
exist into DB. But the final aim is a plausible retrieval of
noised images that still cumbers the proposed WT approach.
Meanwhile, experimental results of another approach to key
creation (a heuristics on the tree of image contours) [24],
show to about 98% of recognition rate. The WT approach
discussed here is expected to approve this percentage.

IV. PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

A. Image normalization

Because of WIP is very sensitive to image size and
position, and especially to image orientation, a preliminary
normalization to each image entering the DB should be
performed. For the time being, the normalization has been
organized as follows:

1. The most probable symmetry axis of the image is
computed on the base of inertial moments of second order
over the binarized image;
2. A back rotation of the image to vertical position of the
symmetry axis is performed as well as a scale of the resulting
image to a fixed size NORMSIZE.

The NORMSIZE is chosen equal to 128 by reasons of not
very large volume of DWT2 structure for the images.

This approach works not very stable each time because of a
great number of images of potential interest have shapes of
manifold symmetry, higher than twofold, like equilateral
triangles, tetragons, pentagons, hexagons, etc. An interesting
method to evaluate the angle of occasional rotation of
manifold symmetry figures is known by Reiss [23].
Unfortunately, the experiments following him do not succeed
to this end and the reason about is under investigation now.

B. Sorting of leafs and recursion depth

The improvement of sorting scheme for WIP leafs is the
second direction of future research and development of the
method proposed. Besides the intuitive scheme realized in the
experimental system, as illustrated of Fig. 7, it should be soon
experimented another one emphasizing only on approximated
entities of the WIP.
A fast access method to images in a conventional DB has been proposed. The method is based on two-dimensional wavelet transform of images preliminary normalized by size, position, orientation and intensity. The image content for search is considered the normalized image graphics that should be well localizable into the query picture. The most essential image data are represented as a key of fixed length, on which the fast access is performed using the index access methods of a conventional DB management system. The method is experimented on a DB of about 4000 image of trademarks. Development problems of a near future solution are also discussed.

From the viewpoint of pattern recognition theory, the proposed method can be considered as a recognition method by closeness to the centers of the classes for recognition. And the centers here are the images themselves already entered into image DB, while the classes should be defined by the half distances between each couple of DB images, on the line of images sorted by their keys. In this way of thinking, a distance function (4) has been introduced herein only for a better comprehensiveness, besides that it can be effectively used for better visualization of results of a user system developed by the proposed method.

The proposed method accents on image shape instead of other image features as intensity, color and texture. By reasons of traditional difficulties with image segmentation this approach is usually considered hard to develop [1]. But the proposed interpretation of WT seems to escape the necessities of direct segmentation. And no grate troubles are expected with the current problems mentioned in section IV.

On the contrary to the known methods performing sequential search by distance (or similarity) functions, the proposed method searches by key information about images, i.e. it can naturally use the well known fast access methods of conventional DBMS to speed-up the search procedure. Consequently, as for time effectiveness, the method preserves the well-known “good” limit for search time that is proportional to \(\log_2(DB\_size)\). As opposite, the known methods based on image shape rarely drop out the limit of 1/2 \(DB\_size\), generally because of sophisticated definition of image similarity there that tends to a sequential search.

The method proposed can be applied as image search engine in DB of images, for instance in information and image retrieval systems for marks, hallmarks, trademarks, postmarks, etc. The method can be also implemented as sub-system for preliminary identification of the necessary standard into a systems for precise verification of replicas of this standard, like the system described in [25], even in another applications, for instance in forensic expertise, banking, etc.

At this stage of research and development, the proposed method power is restricted to the set of pictures (images) of well localizable essential graphics (gray scale or colored) vs. the picture background. Besides, the essential graphics should not contain any great level of noise, and especially an “artificial” noise (artifacts). The improvement of the method efficiency against such kind of noise will be the matter of near future work.

V. CONCLUSION
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